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by quantum chromodynamics (QeD).
According to the theory in [2], there are dynamical

differences between these two different processes. This
leads us tosuspect thatdifferent mechanisms may generate
the final state hadrons in two cases, and that these differ
ences may be reflected on the structure of final state
hadrons at certain energies.

Thehadronic events with large transverse momentaare
ofparticular interest in our analysis (i. e. PT> 2. GeVic for
at least one track in each event), because they give us a
better chance of detecting the basic properties of hard
scatteringphenomenon inhadronic interactions. It ishoped
that these events will allow an unravelling of the inner
structure ofthehadrons and will teach us how theconstitu
ents interact [3].

An idealized description ofsuch a situation is given in
Figure I which shows that the simplest configuration of a
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Abstract
Average values of < 1- T > where T is the thrust are presented for e: e: AMY data

and are compared with their values in hadronic interactions. As far as possible, similar

analysis techniques have been employed in the two different interactions. Similar

variation with E is observed for this average in both data. The values of < PT> and
em

< PL > relative to the thrust axis in e' e: are similar to those in hadronic interactions.
The thrust distributions at the same energies for the two different data are in rather
good agreement at the higher T values. At the lower T values, however, the e' e:
distribution shows more enhancement than that for hadronic interactions. We discuss
a possible explanation for all these features.
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Introduction
A topic of major interest in high energy collisions is to

understand the dressing up process by which the quarks
from the fundamental interactions emerge as observed
hadrons (the so-called hadronization process). In refer
ence [1], it is pointed out that there are some overall
similarities on the jet properties between the hadronic and
the e: e: data below 17 GeV centreof mass energies. They
concluded that itcouldbedue tosimilarities between these
reactions at the fundamental quark level, or to the domi
nance of hadronization at these energies.

We extend this analysis to the centre of mass energies
up to 61 GeV. The main reason for doing this is to fmd
more information aboutthedynamical features ofe' e: and
hardonic interactions. The best candidate at present for
explaining these features is thequarkparton model dressed












